UNION FINANCE REPORT SUBMITTED

Small Profit Shown in Statement But Fewer Meals Served Than Last Year.

The following report of the Union finances in December 1, 1912, has been submitted by the committee to all who are interested. It must be borne in mind that in the following statement, covering a period of two months, the Institute makes no charge for rent or interest on a capital invested; neither is the expense of maintaining the Cage taken into account, and it can readily be seen that a profit of $197 would be wholly inadequate to meet any charge for the expense of building, which charges should be made if we are to arrive at a fair and accurate expense of the Union maintenance.

Receipts and provisions on hand $649.94
Bar and soda on hand 211.35
ListAdapter 227.25
Private dinners unpaid 238.48
Monthly receipts 313.23
Miscellaneous receipts 248.37
Handy and tobacco receipts 520.00
Ready cash 43.67
Cash payable 97.11
Total meals served to December 30th 7,165.05
Loss 435.00
Profit for two months $107.11
Total earned over October 30th 24,855.28
At 1912-13
3,831.25
Loss 435.00
COLLEGE HOLIDAYS.

The following statistics have been compiled showing the seven leading eastern colleges Harvard seven members of the holidays, and the number of men in the academic year of 1912-13. Harvard is the only college to observe Columbia, who in the last club to appear was the Banjo the fourth, and the improvement that they have made in the last club to appear was the Banjo Club, and the improvement that they showed over former years was remarkalbe. Their choice of selection and their rendition reflected great credit on the club.

V. M. P. Tallman, '14, gave two tennis matches which were excellent. Each of the clubs gave another selection, and the last club to appear was the Banjo Club, and the improvement that they showed over former years was remarkable. Their choice of selections and their rendition reflected great credit on the club.

C. E. SOCIETY TRIP.

Trip Open to All—Interesting Features to Be Explained.

The Civil Engineering Society will make its scheduled trip through the New Bayou street subway extension, which will take place tomorrow afternoon. The party will start from Walker steps at 2 P.M. The trip is open to all for members of the society, but anyone who would like to handle satisfactorily the orchestral part of the Tech, The Blew Club, his choice of selections and their rendition reflected great credit on the club.

THE WEATHER.

Forecast for Boston and vicinity Saturday generally fair and colder.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1912

Major Cole has again shown his loyalty to Technology and her activities by offering a prize to the Professor who has given the most helpful help to THE TECH throughout the year. This, we feel, will be a great stimulus to Assistant-in-Editor Major Cole suggests and we take this opportunity of thanking him most heartily and sincerely for his generous and valuable aid.

Major Cole’s letter speaks for itself in making clear just what his idea is and with what true Technology spirit the prize is offered.

OLIVER TYPEWRITER.

Many of our aspirants turn to bitterness in the moment of their realization.

But, up or down the ladder, Velvert is a constant delight—always temptingly rich—ever smooth and satisfying.

START YOUR TECH YEAR RIGHT.

Whether your ambition rides an ox or an aeroplane—don’t drive too hard.

Call at 146 CONGRESS ST.,
or Telephone Main 192 or 193

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.
THE TECH BOSTON, MASS. DECEMBER 7, 1922

WHY NOT JOIN THE 2nd Company
Coast Artillery CORPS
Mass. Volunteer Militia?
The South Army is now fully equipped
with up-to-date Field Control and Range
marking equipment and will be
installed the coming Winter. The work
technical and should be interesting to
College men. Two days touring duty a
the harbor forts.

Regular drills at the Armony Monday
nights. Come and see us.

Albert I. Kendell (M. I. T. '81)
Capt. Coast Artillery Corps M. I. T.

UNIVERSITY OF BOSTON

N. E. WIRELESS SOCIETY.

The New England Wireless Society
meets tonight in Robinson Hall, Tufts
College, at 8 P. M., and all men inter-
tested in wireless should be present.
Mr. Greenwood W. Pickard, of the
Wireless Specialty Company of Bos-
ton, has been engaged to speak, and
his talk is sure to be interesting and
informative. Mr. Pickard is one of the
most prominent authorities on wireless,
and holds the patents for mine-detecting

To reach Robinson Hall, take a car
to Sullivan Square and change there
for Arlington Center. Get off at Pro-
cessors' New, and the hall is directly
opposite.

COMMUNICATION.

To the Editors of THE TECH:
The statistic blanks for Techniques
which have appeared and are being deliv-
ered to the members of the Junior
Class. They contain many questions
which are vital to the nation's wel-
being, and should be answered.

A. T. O.

P. S.--Please notify the "Stat" that
the这是a new idea, called "Cross-Country
Gym work at Princeton is to have
a FREE copy at the office.

Institute. And as long as I don't know
whether the dorm is, RAEB
Mohd. Can

THE TECH UNION BARBER SHOP
Located at the
HOTEL WESTMINSTER

Handy to the Institute. Up-to-
date fashionable hair cutting by
skilful barbers. The best typhus
louse and most perfectly ventilated
shampoo. Special attention given to
tongue rescues. Carefully selected razors
for sale on a guarantee for one year.

Hoping you will convince your-
self by giving us a trial, we are.

TECH UNION BARBER SHOP
All Goods Required by

Students at

MACALPINIAN'S

502 BOYLSTON STREET

Drawing Instruments and Materials,

Fountain Pens Text-Books

THE LITTLE PLACE "ROUND THE CORNER"
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

SAT, 2 to 5. THAIS. Garden, Marceau, Dalmore, Lankow, Cond. Andre-Caplet.
SAT, 8 to 10:45. TORCA. Amsden, Sacchetti, Blanchart, Cond. Moranzoni.
SECOND SUNDAY ORCHESTRAL CONCERT.

THE HOUSE

THAT

ARE

DIFFERENT

FOR SALE AT THE UNION
993 Boylston St. or N. E. BROOKS' 13

MAJESTIC THEATRE

Tonight at 8
Matsisses Wed. & Sat. at 1:10

MADAME BALLET & THEATER

THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE

SHUBERT THEATRE

Wed. and Sat. Matinees at 1:15
The Passing Show of 1912

WRITE IDEAS FOR MOVING PICTURE PLAYS!

YOU CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND EARN $25 TO $100 MONTHLY FOR SPARE TIME WORK!

We Will Show You How!

If you have ideas—if you can think—we will show you the secrets of this fascinating new profession. Positively no experience or literary excellence necessary. No "flowery language" is wanted.

The demand for photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are "moving heaven and earth" in their attempts to get enough good plots to supply the ever increasing demand. They are offering $100, and more, for single scenarios, or written ideas.

They have received many letters from the film manufacturers, such as VITAGRAPH, EIDSON, ESSENY, LUBIN, SOLAX, IMP, REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION, COMET, MELIES, ETC., urging us to send photoplays to them. We want more writers and we'll gladly teach you the secrets of success.

We are selling photoplays written by people who "never before wrote a line for publication."

YOU WILL EARN $50 TO $100 MONTHLY FOR SPARE TIME WORK.

FREE SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AT ONCE FOR FREE COPY OF OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK, "MOVING PICTURE PLAY WRITING"

Don't hesitate. Don't argue. Write NOW and learn what this new profession may mean for you and your future.

NATIONAL AUTHORS' INSTITUTE
R. 688-1543 Broadway
NEW YORK CITY